This paper presents a model-based strategy for 3D deformable object grasping using a multi-fingered robotic hand. The developed contact model is based on two force components (normal force and tangential friction force, including slipping and sticking effects) and uses a non-linear mass-spring system to describe the object deformations due the mechanical load applied by the fingers of the robotic hand. The object-finger interaction is simulated in order to compute the required contact forces and deformations to robustly grasp objects with large deformations. Our approach is able to achieve this by using a non-linear model that outperforms current techniques that are limited to using linear models. After the contact forces computed by the simulation of the contact model guarantee the equilibrium of the grasp, they will be used as set-points for forcecontrolling the closing of the real fingers, and thus, the proposed grasping strategy is implemented. Two different objects (cube and sphere) made from two soft materials (foam and rubber) are tested in order to verify that the proposed model can represent their non-linear deformations and that the proposed grasp strategy can implement a robust grasp of them with a multi-fingered robotic hand equipped with tactile sensors. Thereby, both the grasping strategy and the proposed contact model are validated experimentally.
Introduction
Robotic grasping has been studied extensively in the last two decades. Most of the research in this field has been dedicated to rigid body grasping [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , and only a few studies have considered the case of deformable objects.
Nevertheless, the robotised grasping of deformable objects has many potential applications in various areas, including bio-medical processing, food industry, service robotics, robotised surgery, etc [7] [8] [9] .
The modelling and control of robotic hands for the grasping of 3D deformable objects still remains an under-researched area in the robotics community. A key issue in multi-fingered hand grasping is tracking and controlling the forces arising from the contact between the fingertips and the grasped object, so as to prevent slippage and/or excessive stresses and to ensure suitable grasp quality.
When the fingers come into contact with the object, the interaction forces between the fingers and the object must be controlled. It is thus crucial to use a suitable contact model to determine the gripping forces that are necessary to impose object motion and to satisfy the friction constraints [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Grasping of soft objects presents two main challenges: firstly, the modelling of 3D soft objects with the dynamic prediction of deformations and realistic behaviour, and secondly the modelling of the interaction between a multi-fingered hand and deformable objects in order to study how such contact forces cause the deformation of the object. Indeed, the complexity of this interaction is due to the difficulty in predicting their motions, described by a high number of degrees of freedom, which makes grasp control and planning difficult. Handling deformable objects requires their deformation to be predicted using appropriate models [15] [16] .
Most research in the field of robotic grasping has focused on soft-fingered object manipulation tasks, formulating the contact constraints (normal and tangential forces) between a soft fingertip and a rigid object in 3D space [17] [18] [19] . However, few researchers have considered the modelling of contact interactions in the grasping and manipulation of a 3D deformable object. Sinha and Abel [20] introduced a model based on linear elasticity theory for soft contact regions to predict contact forces without taking into account grasp computation or the modelling of global deformation. Luo and Xiao [21] introduced an efficient model for force and deformation modeling between a rigid object and an elastic object in interactive environments. This work was extended to model the interaction between a realistic virtual human hand and an elastic object [22] .
In [23] [24] , authors present a visually servoed deformation controller for elastic objects without estimation of the object's deformation properties. This method exploits visual feedback to iteratively estimate the deformation Jacobian matrix. This method takes into account just one contact point which cannot be used with a robotic hand for grasping and manipulation of deformable objects. Also this method is only applied to planar objects.
Grasping deformable planar objects using contact analysis was proposed in [25] . The authors proposed an algorithm to track the contact regions during the squeezing process, and determine the stick/slip mode in the contact area.
In this work they presented a grasping strategy operation which squeezes the object with two fingers under specified displacements rather than forces. The finite element methods and linear elasticity theories were exploited to model object deformations, however they did not consider gravity nor the object's dynamics.
Recently, in [26] , the authors propose a new approach to lift a deformable 3D object, causing small deformations of the object by employing two rigid fingers with contact friction. Object deformations are tracked using the finite element method (FEM) based on linear elasticity theory. The main drawback of this approach is that the grasp yields a small deformation within the scope of the linear elasticity theory and non-linear relationships between deformations and forces are not dealt with.
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In [27] , Mira et al. present a grasp planner that can reproduce the actions of a human hand to determine the contact points. Their algorithm combines the position information of the hand with visual and tactile data, to achieve a handobject configuration in which the object is supposed to be safely grasped. This method is applied to planar object without considering the object deformation or the force applied by fingers.
In this paper, we introduce a model-based strategy for grasping 3D deformable objects with multi-fingered hands, by taking into account contact interactions. The grasping operation is performed with three rigid fingers on an isotropic 3D deformable object. Most of the approaches in the literature assume linear elastic models with small deformations and are based on classical elasticity theories, ignoring the dynamic behaviour of the object's deformation, which are unsuited for modelling large deformations. We model the object as a non-linear mass-spring system based on a tetrahedral mesh of its volume: lumped masses are attached to the nodes and non-linear springs represent the edges [28] [29] . The computation of the object's global deformation and that of the deformation of the contact areas are based on tracking of the positions of the mesh nodes by solving the dynamic motion equation based on Newton's second law. In the initial configuration, the object is assumed to be resting on a table modelled by a plane parallel to the xy plane.
The main problem addressed in real-time grasping applications is related to the stability of the friction forces and the transition between slipping and sticking modes. In section 3 of this paper, a 3D non-linear contact model is introduced to explain the coupling between contact forces and object deformations. In this model, the contact forces are determined with respect to the relative positions and velocities between the fingertips and the external facets of the object mesh. The fingertips of the robotic hand are approximated by hemispheres, while the manipulated object boundary surface is discretised by the triangular facets of the mesh in order to obtain an efficient implementation.
This model comprises two components: a non-linear normal force [11] [12] and a non-linear tangential friction force with slipping and sticking effects. Thereby, the contact model aims to determine the forces applied by the fingers, supposed to be rigid, on the facets of the manipulated deformable object. These forces are computed iteratively with a simulation of the contact model while closing the fingers around the object until its stability is guaranteed. These simulated contact forces are later applied as set-points for a force-controlled closing of the real fingers so that a stable grasp is implemented. The general steps of this grasping strategy are explained in section 2 and validated experimentally in section 4, in addition to the proposed contact model (which is detailed in section 3). The obtained results and the proposed contributions will be summarized in section 5.
GRASPING STRATEGY OF DEFORMABLE OBJECTS
As indicated in the introduction section, previous grasping strategies of deformable objects apply linear models for the relation stress-strain of the object.
These models are not suitable for handling highly deformable objects since they do not give precise estimations of the contact forces generated while deforming the object. Nevertheless, a precise estimation of these forces is required not only to guarantee the static equilibrium of the object inside the robotic hand but also for avoiding applying too big forces that could damage the object.
In order to apply these optimised contact forces to the object, the grasping strategy proposed in this paper is divided into three main sequential steps (shown in the flow chart of Figure 1 ): 1. computation of the initial grasping configuration (green box), 2. simulation of the contact interaction fingertips-object (orange box) and 3. real execution of the fingers closing (blue box).
Thereby, the first step of the grasping strategy is to determine the initial grasp positions of the fingers over the surface of the object according to the geometrical criterion described in [29] (without considering deformations and supposing that the object lies static over a table). This initial grasp is executed in a simulation of the fingers+object system. Once the fingertips have made contact with the object, an iterative closing of the fingers is executed in this The proposed non-linear model of the contact interaction is integrated in this simulation in order to update the deformation of the object and to compute the generated contact forces during this iterative closing process. After each simulation step (corresponding to a small displacement of the fingers towards the centroid of the contact polygon), the computed contact forces are used to evaluate the static equilibrium of the object+fingers system. The iterative process is repeated in simulation until the static equilibrium is satisfied.
After this simulation process is finished, the real grasp can be performed.
Firstly, the object and the palm are installed at the same relative configuration as at the beginning of the simulation (i.e. first step). Then, the fingers are moved towards the initial contact points computed by the geometry-based grasp criterion of the first step of our strategy by applying position control. When this initial relative object-fingertips configuration is obtained, the object and the fingertips come into contact but without appreciable deformation. At this point, no more position-based control of the fingers is performed since the contact 6 forces have to be increased now through the deformation of the object until a stable grasp is reached (i.e. progressive squeezing of the object until it will not slide down). At this final third step, the fingers are closed by force control until the contact forces measured by the tactile sensors of their tips are equal to contact forces computed at the simulation step (i.e. second step). These contact forces guarantee the equilibrium of the object-fingertips system (as validated by the simulation). Thereby, the object can be lifted up from the table without any risk of sliding and with a minimal squeezing of its surface (i.e. minimal thresholds for contact forces). The next section will explain all the details of the non-linear model for the fingertips-object contact interactions that computes these contact force thresholds during the simulation step.
MODELING-SIMULATION OF CONTACT INTERACTIONS
In the second step of the grasping strategy proposed in section 2, we showed that a model of the contact interactions between the fingertips and the object is required for determining precisely the relation stress-strain during the grasping. This model will receive as input an initial grasp of the object (i.e. the initial contact points of the fingertips over the object's surface or contact polygon) without any deformation. For each incremental displacement of the fingers towards the center of the contact polygon, the deformations of the mesh representing the surface of the object are updated and the generated contact forces are computed (see Figure 1 ).
In order to perform this computation, the simulation of this contact model This simulation scheme supposes an extension of the first version of the model presented by the authors in [29] in order to be applied in the grasping of non-linear deformable objects. In fact, not only the different mathematical components of the model at [29] are integrated in a simulation of the closing the fingers around the object but some of these mathematical components are also adapted for implementing the real grasping strategy. The next improvements are proposed:
• The new version of the model takes into account the contact of the fingertip with several facets. This enables the surface of the deformable object to conform the shape of the fingertips as precisely as the mesh density increases (see section 3.1).
• Contact forces are individually calculated for each contact point, which
gives a realistic repartition of the contact pressure in the contact zone. In addition, a linear shape function has been added (see section 3.4) in order to distribute the contact forces along the mesh nodes of the surface of the object.
• The transition between sticking and slipping modes is better described in the new model by introducing two state variables u and v for each contact point to calculate the sticking forces. These two variables integrate respectively the tangential elastic displacement at the contact point and the slipping displacement which is triggered at a sticking force threshold equal to the slipping force. Both variables will be reset to zero in case of loss of contact. See section 3.3 for a complete description.
Next subsections will describe in detail all the mathematical developments for implementing these steps of the simulation of the contact model and section 4 will show how they are applied in real grasping experiments.
Contact detection
This step consists in detecting which facets of the boundary surface of the object is in contact with the fingers. The object geometry is meshed by a finite number of tetrahedral elements. Each element of the mesh has 4 nodes and 4 triangular facets. During the grasping process, any finger can be in contact with several of these triangular facets. The detection is based on the measure of the distance d j between the center of the hemispherical fingertip P ci and its projection point on each facet, denoted by P pj (cf. Fig. 3) . The finger and the facet are in contact when the distance, d j is smaller than the radius of the sphere, R, and the projection of P pj lies inside the triangle. The reference frame R O is attached to an arbitrary fixed point O of the environment.
Computing the relative velocity between finger and facet
The velocity of the contact point P pj related to the finger relatively to R O is given by, Based on the finite element interpolation method, the velocity of the contact point related to a facet is calculated by using nodal velocities of the considered facet. To this end, the area coordinates of the contact point are used (Fig. 4) .
The velocity of P pj is determined as follows:
The relative velocity between the fingers and the facet is calculated by
Thereafter, the normal velocity between the finger and the facet is given by:
The tangential velocity is then obtained by:
where
where A i (i = 1, 2, 3) is the area of the triangle defined by the contact point P pj and the facet nodes ( Fig. 4) . Figure 4 : Interpolation of the facet nodes speeds
Contact force computation
The contact model takes into account the normal forces and the two modes of the tangential forces due to friction: slipping and sticking modes. In this model, a parallel spring -damper is attached to the ground at one end, via a slider element, and to the fingertip at the other end ( Fig. 5) . Therefore, the contact point location dynamically changes in the slipping condition.
In addition, we introduce two state variables, u and v, for each contact pair between the fingertips and the deformable body facets. These variables correspond to the relative displacements at the contact point due, respectively, to sticking and slipping. They are dynamically reset to zero if the contact is broken.
Normal force computation
Hunt and Crossley [10] have proposed a non-linear contact model to compute the normal force between a sphere and a ground. In our case, the object is modeled by a set of non-linear spring-damper pairs, then the non-linear normal force is given by,
f nj = f nj n f j
where K and C are the contact stiffness and damping constants, respectively.
Based on the work presented in the literature [30] , the stiffness constant is calculated by:
Where Ψ is a constant calculated according to the mechanical properties of the two objects in contact, and it is given by,
where E 1 and E 2 are the Young modulus, and v 1 and v 2 are the Poisson ratios of the finger and the object respectively. The damping constant is determined by,
where γ is a constant.
The penetration distance δ j is measured along the normal direction to the facet surfaces, which is defined by n f j and is given by:
Friction force computation
Grasping of a deformable object with rigid fingers is complex due to the dynamic variations of the contact region: the initial contact region deforms as the applied forces and torques vary. As a consequence of contact area deformation, the friction force can vary rapidly depending on the relative velocity and the applied load. Modeling of the tangential force, acting along each contact facet, is required in order to prevent any slippage and to ensure grasp stability.
In this work, Coulomb's law is used to estimate a threshold of the transmitted tangential effort by the contact forces. This better guarantees the stability of the grasping since higher normal forces are applied if the sliding forces are underestimated. Other methods estimate the frictional force experimentally [19] .
The presented model aims to predict the friction force during the grasping process. The proposed approach uses a rheological model with parallel springdamper, in series with a slider fixing the threshold tangential force so that the contact can be estimated by Coulomb law (Fig. 5) . 
With this model the contact point location dynamically changes in the slipping condition. If the tangential force norm is less than the threshold of sliding, then we have a sticking mode whose tangential force is defined by:
where v is the tangential deformation at the contact facet, P c is the contact point position and P s is the contact point position at the sticking regime. The parameters k t and c t are respectively tangential stiffness and damping coefficients estimated by using the Dopico's method [31] .
The tangential force is dynamically computed by taking into account the contact surface deformations.The friction force can be expressed as shown in Algorithm 1.
In the sticking regime f t = f stick with a deformation rate equal to the tangential velocity and zero slip speed. In the sliding case f t = f slip with a zero deformation and a sliding speed equal to the tangential velocity.
if δ ≤ 0 then
end end Algorithm 1: Friction force computation
Nodal force computation
Once the generated contact forces are computed from the contact conditions for each finger, the deformations of the manipulated object can be determined.
14 The finger forces are expressed by means of normal and tangential components to the facet as follows:
The finger forces cannot be applied directly to the FEM, but we can apply nodal loads. This means that those forces must be converted into the equivalent nodal loads. The applied force f pj must be distributed over the nodes representing facet j. The applied force is balanced by the sum of the reaction forces f l (l = 1, 2, 3) from the nodes of the facet (Fig. 6 ). The local equilibrium force condition can therefore be written as:
Linear shape functions are used to compute the equivalent nodal distribution of the contact forces [32] . The nodal forces are then calculated using the matrix shape function H, based on the area coordinates of the facet contact point (Fig.   6 ).
The node forces are then computed using the Eq. (19) .
with
Static equilibrium
After computing the normal and tangential forces at each contact, it is possible to satisfy the required conditions for static equilibrium. In order to pick up the object, the resulting vertical force generated by the three fingers must balance the object's weight w. Figure 6 : Nodal forces from finger contact forces
We suppose that the external forces, named f w , result only from the gravity effect acting in the negative Z direction of the reference frame R 0 .The equilibrium equations can then be written as:
where C j O represents the position vector from the contact point at the facet j to the reference frame R O origin O. C G O is the position vector from the object mass center G to the reference frame R O origin O.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The non-linear contact model described in section 3 and its application to the proposed grasping strategy of section 2 are validated with several real experiments with a multi-fingered robotic hand grasping different deformable ob- Section 5 will present a global analysis of the results of these experiments.
Robotic platform
The robotic platform used to validate the results of this paper is composed by two Kuka LWR4+ arms and a Shadow hand installed at the end-effector of one of these arms (Fig. 7 ). Both arms have 7 DOF in order to be redundant for manipulation in cluttered environments while the hand contains 19 DOF so that complex in-hand manipulation tasks can be executed. Each of the fingers of the hand is equipped at its tip with a BioTac tactile sensor. These biomimetic tactile sensors provide not only normal forces applied over the surface of the sensor in a matrix of electrodes, but also vibrations-texture and temperature for a complete char-acterization of the contact. In our experiments, we have extracted the total contact force applied on each fingertip from these tactile sensors.
The deformable objects
In order to calibrate our simulation models, the values of the mechanical parameters of the objects to be grasped should be identified, namely, the Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratios. For this, we performed compression tests in the longitudinal direction on objects that will be used in our grasping tasks. As an example, we present here the test effected to a significantly deformable soft sphere with a radius of 0.064 m and a mass of 0.05 Kg (Section 4.3.3 ).
The curve presented in Figure 9 gives the stress evolution according to compressive deformation, from which its Young's modulus and Poisson's ratios are obtained by applying the method indicated in [33] . The elasticity parameters of both objects are listed in Table 1 .
The same method is applied to the cube that will be used in section 4.3.1.
The objects are modeled by a tetrahedral mesh obtained from ANSYS while the Poisson's ratios 0.39 0.45 resolution of the dynamic differential equations is performed in Matlab using an explicit Runge -Kutta formula [29] .
Experimental evaluation
An experimental evaluation is performed in order to validate the proposed contact model by executing a real grasping task.
Validation of the contact model
In order to validate the proposed model of contact, it is necessary to compare the computed forces in simulation with the measured ones in the real task. The 3D graphical representation of the hand, is implemented using Matlab Toolbox Syngrasp [34] (shown in Fig. 10 ). The relation between the applied force and the penetration (deformation) is depicted in Figure 11 . We see from this figure that the proposed interaction model gives results consistent with the results obtained experimentally. In fact, the mean error of the contact force obtained by our model is of 0.3N , which implies only a 15% of typical contact forces required for grasping most common life deformable object. In addition, the non-linear relation penetration-force shows that simplified linear models cannot be used for grasping significantly deformable objects and justifies the necessity of the proposed model.
Simulation results
As indicated in the flowchart presented in Figure 1 , the first step of the grasping strategy is to position the fingers over the surface of the object at the points established by the geometric criterion (see [35] [36] [37] for more details). This criterion ensures force-closure grasps. An iterative simulation of the proposed interaction contact model is executed. At each iteration of this simulation, all fingers are moved synchronously towards the centroid of the grasping triangle from the geometric criterion (see Fig. 12 ) by applying a Cartesian control based on the W DLS (Weighted Damped Least-Squares) method [38] . After this movement, deformations and contact forces are computed by the proposed At each iteration the dynamic system update the resulting deformations from the applied forces. In order to maintain the object during the handling operation, the applied forces must satisfy the constraints given by equations (21) and (22) . The evaluation of the applied forces is ensured by the tracking Figure 13 shows the variation in the norm of the three forces applied to the object. At the initial step the fingers start to move toward the object. When the fingers come in contact with the object, the contact model starts to evaluate the applied forces. This figure also shows that the contact forces are continuous and directly related to the amount of local deformation inside the contact area.
The fingers continue to apply forces until equilibrium conditions are satisfied.
Once this state is reached, the fingers maintain the forces applied to the object in order to ensure stable handling. Table 2 shows the penetration depth of each finger measured from the initial contact and the final position of each finger.The forces ensuring the grasp equilibrium are also presented.
Planning of a grasping operation
The contact forces obtained from the previous simulation process are used as desired values for performing a force-based control of the real fingers based on the measurements of the tactile sensors installed at their tips. Figure 14 shows the matching between the real experiment and simulation.
The relation between the penetration of each finger into the surface of the sphere and the contact force is shown in Figure 15 .
The grasping operation is built according to several criteria such as force limit to be respected by fingers, contact forces positions and forces directions [37] . During grasping operations, system configuration has to remain in force closure grasp conditions along fingertips trajectories while squeezing the deformable object. To this end, the trajectory generation we have used consists in straight line movements of the fingertips from the initial contact points to the grasp plane center. This enables the three fingers to reach the contact force thresholds in stable grasp conditions. In addition, the thumb has to generate a larger deformation and exert a greater force in order to balance the opposite forces of the first and middle fingers.
CONCLUSIONS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
An approach for modeling the interactions between deformable objects and a robotic hand has been presented. This approach overcomes the limitations of previous works that do not consider large deformations of the grasp object, where either a linear behaviour is assumed or the contact's evolution is ignored.
The proposed model comprises two components: a non-linear normal force and a non-linear tangential friction force with slipping and sticking effects. With this model, deformable objects with non-linearities in the penetration-force relation can be actually grasped and lifted without any slipping. This model can be used to characterize the deformation of the grasped object according to the contact forces. In addition, the interactions between the fingers and the object can be simulated in order to plan real grasping tasks of significantly deformable objects. In fact, this paper proposes a new algorithm to perform this interaction simulation and then estimate the contact forces that are required to analyse the grasp stability and update object deformations. The contact forces computed by the simulation of the model will be used as set-points for a real force-controlled closing of the fingers. Previous grasping strategies computing stability from force measurements of tactile sensors will not be so precise as the proposed approach since these sensors only consider normal forces but not tangential ones.
The proposed grasping strategy has been successfully tested in the execution of stable grasps of very soft objects (i.e. a rubber sphere and a foam cube) with a multi-fingered robotic hand. The cube was used to validate with a real experiment the validity of the new contact model and its ability to represent non-linear stress-strain relations: Figure 9 shows the real data of the sphere obtained from compression tests and Figure 11 compares the real data of the cube from the data computed by the simulation of the contact model. As Figure 11 shows, the real relation force-penetration is very similar to the one computed in the simulation and shows the suitability of applying the contact forces obtained from the simulation to perform a real grasping strategy of the object.
Finally, the other object (i.e. the sphere) is used to test in a real experiment the new grasping strategy proposed in the paper and based in the contact model.
This experiment validates again the non-linearity of the force-penetration relation ( Figure 15 ), which justifies the necessity of taking into account the proposed contact model in order to get a precise estimate of the contact forces generated by a deformation of the surface of the object produced by the fingertips. These contact forces computed from the contact model while simulating the closing of the fingertips (see Figure 13 and their values in Table 2 ) are later used as set-points in order to close the real fingers with force control and guarantee a stable grasp of the object (i.e. keeping the object in equilibrium inside the hand without sliding if the hand lifts up the object). Since the contact forces are computed incrementally during the closing of the fingers until equilibrium is reached, the final contact forces obtained from simulation are minimal and the corresponding deformation of the object could not be too important. For instance, in the proposed experiment, the performed deformation is much more visible in the thumb (Figures 14(e )-(f)). This behaviour will guarantee that the object is not damaged by applying unnecessarily too high contact forces.
In future work, the authors will extend the proposed model-based strategy in order to obtain a dexterous manipulation planner where the deformable object will not only be restrained by the fingers but also moved and reoriented inside the robotic hand. 
